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Terry Wogan said: 
"I don’t see 8 million listeners. I see 

them as individuals – the man listening 

in his lorry, the woman getting her 

children ready for school, the husband in 
the car." 

   

Terry Wogan 

 

So, Terry knew that, although he 

presented to millions, each of 

them listened as an individual.  

 

So, he didn’t communicate in a 

one-to-many way – “HELLO 

EVERYBODY”.  

 

 

 

 

 

Instead, he treated it as many 

one-to-ones – “Hello there.” 

 

And we should also do this when 

we’re sending one-to-many 

comms. 

 

For example, when you email 

your team, if you start with a one-

to-many “hello everyone”, each 

reader knows it isn’t personal to 

them. So, they disengage a bit 

(totally?) 

 

Or when you give one-to-many 

actions – “we all need to get 

better at this” – it doesn’t feel 

personal. So, they don’t do what 

you want. 

 

It’s easy to fix. Just use ‘121’ 

phrases. 

 

So, start emails with “good 

morning”, “hello there”, etc – 

these sound 121. 

 

And when you’re giving actions, 

allocate them to individuals using 

their names.  

 

In some ways, this feels petty. 

But it isn’t. 

 

After all, it’s hard enough to 

engage people – without switching 

them off with your first words! 

 

Which is why I don’t start every 

Tuesday Tip with “Hello, you 

lot...” 

 

 

Action Point 

When you next email, start and 

end it using words that sound 

‘121’ to the reader. 

 

© Copyright, Andy Bounds 
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helping companies communicate 
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best-selling books and winner of 
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success. Marketing legend 

Drayton Bird said Andy had 

taught him ‘… more about 

effective communicating than a 

lady who’d taught two American 
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Are you following me on twitter? 

 

To receive my weekly tips on how 

to communicate more effectively, 

click here 

 

Short of time? Here are my Quick 

Wins 

 

Co-ordinates 
E-mail: andy@andybounds.com 
Web: www.andybounds.com/tips 

 

  

Andy Bounds 

One from Terry Wogan… 
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  Important Notice 
© Copyright 2019, Martin Pollins, All Rights 

Reserved 
 

This article appeared in Better Business Focus, 
published by Bizezia Limited (“the publisher”). 
It is protected by copyright law and 

reproduction in whole or in part without the 
publisher’s written permission is strictly 
prohibited. The publisher may be contacted at 

info@bizezia.com  
 
Some images in this publication are taken 
from Creative Commons – such images may 

be subject to copyright. Creative Commons is 
a non-profit organisation that enables the 
sharing and use of creativity and knowledge 

through free legal tools. 
 
The article is published without responsibility 
by the publisher or any contributing author 

for any loss howsoever occurring as a 
consequence of any action which you take, or 
action which you choose not to take, as a 

result of this article or any view expressed 
herein.  
 
Whilst it is believed that the information 

contained in this publication is correct at the 
time of publication, it is not a substitute for 
obtaining specific professional advice and no 

representation or warranty, expressed or 
implied, is made as to its accuracy or 
completeness.  
 

Any hyperlinks in the article were correct at 
the time this article was published but may 
have changed since then. Likewise, later 

technology may supersede any which are 
specified in the article. 
  
The information is relevant within the United 

Kingdom. These disclaimers and exclusions 
are governed by and construed in accordance 
with English Law. 
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